It’s a new world out there, but not one your Girl Scout can’t thrive in. Empower them with the knowledge they need to keep safe and feeling secure. “Be Prepared” is more than a motto. The heartbreaking news and media loop is a constant and easily overwhelming. Taking some concrete steps to not just keep family safe but to make the world a better place is at the heart of our message and one they can champion from now until they’re a troop leader. We’re all in this together. We will make it through and we’ll make the world better than it was before, one act at a time. Start your Summer of Sisterhood now.

**Mindful Hands**

What used to be a seasonal flux is now the new normal. Wash those hands often, don’t touch your face, clean frequently touched items in your home like doorknobs and light switches, don’t touch public surfaces wherever possible. It only takes small steps to keep you and everyone in the community safer.

**Hometown Heroes**

Many are lucky to work from home but so many more brave the elements every day. Thank your hometown heroes - the postal worker, the delivery driver, the grocery store clerk. They haven’t taken a day off since this all began and they deserve every ounce of praise and appreciation. Chalk drawings on the walkway, a bigger tip, eye contact and a sincere “Thank you” all make the difference and can make their days a little brighter.

**Green Cross**

This center rocker shows off your courage, character, and commitment during this season of uncertainty. Wear it solo or earn all 4 other rockers to complete the shield of sisterhood.

**Local Love**

Times are tough. The heartbreaking news we hear and experience on a daily basis plus our livelihoods being affected in dramatic ways. Order direct instead of through a delivery service, try a new shop you’ve driven past on the way to your town’s big-box store. Taking the time to visit your small, local shops can be the difference that keeps them in business. These brave entrepreneurs inspire our girls to reach for their dreams.

**Face Mask Marvel**

Equity over equality is front-and-center now more than ever. While our hometown heroes are busy keeping the world spinning, they might not have the time or resources to stay safe. Making masks for you, your family and your community keeps everyone safer and brings us all closer together – all while keeping a safe distance!

Available for purchase @ www.girlscoutshop.com/northern-california-council and now via curbside pickup.